GRAMMAR

Exercise 1
1 ___________ 4 ___________
2 ___________ 5 ___________
3 ___________ 6 ___________

Exercise 2
1 a piece of / a
2 weren’t / wasn’t
3 advices / advice
4 an / some
5 a pair of / a
6 was / were

Exercise 3
1 ___________ 5 ___________
2 ___________ 6 ___________
3 ___________ 7 ___________
4 ___________ 8 ___________

VOCABULARY

Exercise 4
1 ___________ 4 ___________
2 ___________ 5 ___________
3 ___________ 6 ___________

Exercise 5
1 mosque synagogue chapel skyscraper
2 suburbs poverty centre outskirts
3 cycle lane underground law courts taxi rank
4 cosmopolitan overcrowding slums pollution
5 historic neighbourhood provincial vibrant
6 harbour hill vandalism square

Exercise 6
1 g___________ 5 d___________
2 b___________ 6 p___________
3 c___________ 7 i___________
4 c___________ 8 p___________

PRONUNCIATION

Exercise 7
1 phone ___________
2 fish ___________
3 owl ___________, ___________
4 bike ___________

Exercise 8
1 pedestrian 3 overcrowding 5 cosmopolitan
2 suburb 4 polluted

READING

Exercise 1
1 A □□ B □□ C □□
2 A □□ B □□ C □□
3 A □□ B □□ C □□
4 A □□ B □□ C □□
5 A □□ B □□ C □□
6 A □□ B □□ C □□
7 A □□ B □□ C □□
8 A □□ B □□ C □□
9 A □□ B □□ C □□
10 A □□ B □□ C □□

Exercise 2
1 □□ 3 □□ 5 □□
2 □□ 4 □□

LISTENING

Exercise 1
1 A □□ B □□ C □□
2 A □□ B □□ C □□
3 A □□ B □□ C □□
4 A □□ B □□ C □□
5 A □□ B □□ C □□

Exercise 2
1 □□ 3 □□ 5 □□
2 □□ 4 □□